To participate in the Dis.Rupt.Edu Conference, students will have to register their entry (i.e. Mobile Applications, Games Development, Node.JS Application, Open Category) by filling up a registration form, then they are required to submit the design architecture of their product/solution. Students will also be required to obtain the College/University stamp to verify their studentship. All entries will be given a booth in the Startup Alley Showcase while shortlisted candidates will be awarded speaking slots to pitch their creations to a live audience in addition to answering some tough questions from a panel of experienced technologists. This portion is known as the “Startup Battlefield”.

For more information about the event and to register, check out he following websites and/or follow the competition at:
- http://www.educloud.my/disrupt
- http://www.facebook.com/educloudmy
- http://twitter.com/educloudmy

Brochure, click here.